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Pronouns

1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz. 

1. Jane is not familiar with the new computer 
programme ---- company chose to purchase, so 
it will take her some time to get used to ----.

A)   hers / them

B)   their / its

C)   her / it

D)   our / their

E)   ours / that

2. It seems that ---- who have never been to 
Australia may have a wrong view of the 
Aborigines as a result of certain fi lms and 
books.

A)   those

B)   one

C)   that

D)   anybody

E)   the other

3. Our hair textures seem very similar but ---- is not 
as thick and healthy-looking as ----.

A)   her / me 

B)   his / my

C)   my / his

D)   hers / him

E)   mine / hers

4. ---- can survive the defi ciencies of energy or 
nutrients for months but ---- can stay alive after 
a few days without water. 

A)   Somebody / they

B)   Others / those

C)   One / nobody

D)   Everybody / anybody

E)   They / the ones

5. The dispute occurred because ---- at the offi ce 
had a different solution to the problem and the 
manager had no idea how to handle ---- staff. 

A)   no one / him

B)   everybody / his

C)   these / others

D)   anyone / himself

E)   the others / theirs

6. Approximately 2000 people per year in the world 
are struck by lightning and 25 per cent of ---- 
who get injured die. 

A)   something

B)   the ones

C)   themselves

D)   one

E)   that

7. Almost ---- said ---- in favour of the fi lm. 
Although it started promisingly, it failed to 
maintain the interest level.

A)   nobody / anything

B)   somebody / nothing

C)   anybody / anything

D)   everybody / anything

E)   nobody / nothing 

8. The new government declared that the job they 
had to do was really twofold: one was to keep 
infl ation from rising and ---- was to actually 
lower infl ation.

A)   another

B)   the others

C)   others

D)   the other

E)   some others

9. Although I have never been in ---- position ----, I 
have a lot of sympathy for people who get into 
debt.

A)   its / mine

B)   those / on my own

C)   that / myself

D)   this / my

E)   their / of myself

10. The eruption of the volcano was such a disaster 
that even ---- who knew what would happen 
couldn’t do ---- to reduce the damage.

A)   those / anything

B)   they / nothing

C)   the ones / nothing

D)   others / anything

E)   these / something
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11. In ancient times, people ---- sacrifi ces to their 
gods and sometimes they ---- human beings.

A)   made / even sacrifi ce

B)   had made / have even sacrifi ced

C)   make / would even sacrifi ce

D)   have made / had even sacrifi ced

E)   used to make / would even sacrifi ce

12. I ---- to go away this weekend, but my boss ---- 
me some work that I have to fi nish by Monday, 
so I am here as you see.

A)   hoped / had given

B)   hope / will be given

C)   had hoped / would give

D)   was hoping / has given

E)   am hoping / is given

13. Maria ---- terrible during the interview because 
she ---- from fl u since the previous day. They 
took her to hospital in the afternoon.

A)   feels / will suffer

B)   felt / had been suffering

C)   had felt / has suffered

D)   is feeling / had suffered

E)   has been feeling / will have suffered

14. When the merger ----, it became apparent that 
the two companies ---- the possibility since last 
year. They became more powerful together.

A)   was announced / had been discussing

B)   announced / have been discussing

C)   had been announced / have discussed

D)   has announced / have discussed

E)   will be announced / are discussing

15. The company’s headquarters ---- in June, when 
most of the staff ---- to its new building. The new 
place is much larger and more comfortable.

A)   are closing / had moved

B)   have closed / would move

C)   will close / were going to move

D)   close / will be moving

E)   are to close / moved

16. Ever since my parents ---- the whole house, it ---- 
a much better and more comfortable place for all 
of us.

A)   refurnished / became

B)   had refurnished / becomes

C)   refurnished / will become

D)   refurnished / has become

E)   will refurnish / became

 

17. Sheila’s dog ---- a lot of holes in her garden 
lately, that’s why, she ---- him to the veterinary to 
see if there is something wrong with him.

A)   had dug / will have taken

B)   will be digging / will take

C)   has been digging / is going to take

D)   had been digging / has taken

E)   is being dug / is taking

18. Before Jamie and her girlfriend ---- on a world 
trip, they ---- up money for more than three 
years. They still need some more.

A)   are going / saved

B)   had gone / will save

C)   have gone / are saving

D)   were going / have saved

E)   went / had saved

19. Police ---- today that they ---- around 400 calls 
reporting people missing after the Grenfell 
Tower fi re.

A)   had revealed / received

B)   have revealed / have received

C)   were revealing / will receive

D)   revealed / are receiving

E)   are revealing / had received

20. Most students ---- exams by the time of the 
elections, and 68% of them say they ---- in their 
local home constituency.

A)   had fi nished / have been voting

B)   have fi nished / will have voted

C)   are fi nishing / are voting

D)   will have fi nished / will be voting

E)   will fi nish / have voted
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Modals3
1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. If deforestation continues at current rates, 
scientists estimate that nearly all tropical 
rainforest ecosystems ---- by the year 2030.

A)   were to be destroyed B)   will destroy

C)   have been destroyed D)   were destroyed

  E)   might be destroyed

2. Although they claimed to deeply respect the 
privacy of its visitors, you ---- any personal 
information about yourself while you were fi lling 
out that form.

A)   couldn’t provide

B)   weren’t provided

C)   didn’t provide

D)   shouldn’t have provided

E)   aren’t supposed to provide

3. The reason why Stonehenge, a Neolithic and 
Bronze Age megalithic monument in England, 
---- has always been subject to intense debate.

A)   will be built

B)   can be built

C)   needn’t have been built

D)   may have been built

E)   had built

4. The government ---- loans to meet the national 
expenditures that ---- by its revenue but they will 
have hard times to pay it back.

A)   must have taken / can’t cover

B)   may be taken / won’t be covered

C)   had to take / wouldn’t be covered

D)   took / won’t have been covered

E)   has taken / hadn’t been covered

5. I didn’t do very well on the test, so I ---- more 
time studying. I couldn’t help playing games on 
the computer.

A)   ought to have spent B)   may have spent

C)   had spent  D)   must have spent

  E)   needn’t spend

6. He ---- less but he insisted on continuing, 
despite our advice and the advice of his 
physician.

A)   has worked

B)   could have worked

C)   will work

D)   may have worked

E)   used to work

7. The reason why your baby ---- could be that 
he ---- himself from somewhere or he might be 
scared of something. 

A)   had cried / has hurt

B)   was crying / may hurt

C)   cries / had hurt

D)   is crying / might have hurt

E)   has been crying / had hurt

8. With the publication of those magazines they 
had created, the students ---- their interests in 
English to a real audience. 

A)   have communicated

B)   might communicate

C)   were able to communicate

D)   will have communicated

E)   can communicate

9. Demand for the product dropped off steadily 
over a period of about two years; as a result, the 
company ---- its work force.

A)   must be reduced B)   had to reduce

C)   should reduce D)   may reduce

  E)   could be reduced

10. I ---- to the reception tomorrow, but I haven’t 
received an offi cial invitation yet. I am looking 
forward to getting it soon.

A)   may have invited 

B)   should have invited

C)   needn’t have been invited

D)   could have invited

E)   am supposed to have been invited
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11. The manual says that the computer ---- from the 
power supply before the cover ---- or else you 
may damage it.

A)   must be disconnected / has removed 

B)   should be disconnected / is removed

C)   can be disconnected / removes

D)   has to disconnect / was removed

E)   is to be disconnected / removed

12. While America ---- the country of his birth, 
Tim ---- an international up-bringing due to his 
father’s extensive travels.

A)   has been / has given

B)   was / gave

C)   may be / had given

D)   is / has been given

E)   can be / had to give

13. Eye health is crucial for many different daily 
activities, so getting your eyes ---- by an 
optometrist can avoid any unwanted disruption 
to your routine.

A)   check out

B)   checked out

C)   checking out

D)   to check out

E)   to be checked out

14. Smoking ---- to be one of the greatest single 
causes of death; however, too little seems ---- to 
stop young people taking up the habit in the fi rst 
place.

A)   has been known / doing

B)   is to be known / to do

C)   known / to have done

D)   had known / to be doing

E)   is known / to be done

15. Music ---- now as a psychiatric therapy and it ---- 
to be particularly useful for eating disorders and 
addictions.

A)   has been used / had seemed

B)   is used / would have seemed 

C)   used / seemed

D)   is being used / seems

E)   will be used / seemed

16. The song ---- live only twice; in 1968, and forty 
years later, in 2008, in memory of the band 
member who ---- of cancer.

A)   had performed / died

B)   will be performed / has died

C)   has been performed / will die

D)   was performed / had died

E)   is performed / has been dying

17. Special computer effects, models, or other 
in-camera effects ---- unless the creator ---- 
someone willing to jump from car to car or hang 
from a building.

A)   are being used / must fi nd

B)   have been used / may fi nd

C)   were used / could fi nd

D)   had used / found

E)   were being used / will fi nd

18. Some archaeologists believe that outside 
invaders ---- the ancient version of the palace. It 
---- along with the ground tombs later.

A)   could have destroyed / will rebuild

B)   could destroy / may have rebuild

C)   might have destroyed / was rebuilt

D)   were to destroy / was rebuilding

E)   must have destroyed / had rebuilt

19. The previous proposal ---- by the commission 
before it was used because it ---- all customers 
equally.

A)   was being rejected / may not affect

B)   may be rejected / haven’t affected

C)   had been rejected / wouldn’t have affected

D)   will be rejected / must have affected

E)   has been rejected / should have affected

20. The bridge destroyed by a huge landslide 
---- and it ---- to be open again by mid to late 
September by the new chairman elected.

A)   is being rebuilt / is expected

B)   was rebuilt / will have expected

C)   had rebuilt / had been expected

D)   was being rebuilt / is being expected

E)   is rebuilding / will be expected


